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Dedication

Celebrating Faculty Creative Works 2012 is dedicated to President James D. Spaniolo for his years of service to UT Arlington. The University would not be on the road to achieving Tier One status without President Spaniolo’s steady guidance and leadership. Everyone associated with Celebrating Faculty Works 2012 extends our sincere thanks and best wishes to President Spaniolo.
The University of Texas at Arlington Library and the Office of the Provost are pleased to host the fourth Celebration of Faculty Creative Works, an exhibition that showcases the articles, books, art, music, media, patents, and conference activities made by UT Arlington faculty in 2012, as well as outside awards and honors received.

The event was initiated by the Library to celebrate the depth and breadth of scholarship and creativity that takes place on campus and to strengthen ties within the campus community. It complements the University’s tradition of sharing information about faculty expertise across disciplines, which is exemplified by the Library-sponsored Focus on Faculty Speakers’ Series that began in 2000. As the intellectual and creative center of campus, the Library is an appropriate partner to promote new information and new knowledge.

As UT Arlington continues on a path to become a national research university, it is critically important that the intellectual and creative accomplishments of our faculty are celebrated. Expanding the boundaries of knowledge is the stock-in-trade of what goes on at a research university. We want to acknowledge the productivity and distinction of our faculty and honor their accomplishments.

We congratulate the individuals whose work is represented in these pages and in the exhibit. The work is diverse, compelling, and groundbreaking.

Ronald L. Elsenbaumer, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Rebecca Bichel, Dean of the Library
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**School of Architecture**

**School of Architecture - Dr. Donald F. Gatzke, Dean**

**Bell, Brad.** (2012). *AIA Houston Design Award 2012 Award*

Bell, Brad. (2012). **APPLIED: Research Through Fabrication Exhibition.** (October 10th-October 18). San Francisco, CA Exhibition


Bell, Brad. (2012). **TOPOCAST Creative Work.** (June 1st to August 27th). Dallas, TX Exhibition


Figueroa, Norma I. A case of mistaken identity: Changes in society's perception of female architects in Puerto Rico. Published in the competition catalogue of the AIA-Texas Express Yourself Competition. (2012). (September 5-10, 2012). Dallas, TX Artwork


**Holliday, Kathryn (Kate).** *Columns Magazine, Editorial Board*

Holliday, Kathryn (Kate). *Journal of Architectural Education, Editorial Board*


**Holliday, Kathryn (Kate).** (2012). *Ralph Walker: Architect of the century Book, Whole*


**Klahr, Douglas M.** (2012). Sustainability for everyone: Trespassing disciplinary boundaries. In Kirsten Bartels, & Kelly Parker (Eds.), *Teaching sustainability/teaching sustainably* (pp. 19-30) Book, Section

**Mehta, Madan L., et al.** (Accepted). *Building construction: Principles, materials and systems* (2nd ed.) Book, Whole

**Ozdil, Taner R.** *Balkan Environmental Association Conference, Scientific Review Committee*


Ozdil, Taner R. *Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture, Conference Reviewer*

Ozdil, Taner R. *Digital Landscape Architecture, Conference Reviewer*

Ozdil, Taner R. *Environmental Design Research Association, Conference Reviewer*

Ozdil, Taner R. *European Council of Landscape Architecture Schools Conference, Scientific Committee Member and Conference Reviewer*


Ozdil, Taner R. *Journal of Architectural and Planning Research, Editorial Board*


Efendi, Jap, *Issues in Accounting Education*, Editorial Board


Ho, Li-Chin Jennifer. *International Journal of Accounting Studies*, Editorial Board
Ho, Li-Chin Jennifer. *Journal of Contemporary Accounting*, Editorial Board
Ho, Li-Chin Jennifer. *Review of Accounting and Finance*, Associate Editor and Editorial Board
Ho, Li-Chin Jennifer. *Taiwan Accounting Review*, Editorial Board.

Economics –
Dr. Roger Meiners, Chair


Meiners, Roger, et al. (2012). False promise of green energy Book


Finance and Real Estate –
Dr. J. David Diltz, Chair


Swanson, Peggy. International Journal of Finance, Associate Editor

Swanson, Peggy. Journal of Business and Economic Perspectives, Editorial Board


Bell, Myrtle P. *Academy of Management Learning and Education*, Editorial Board

Bell, Myrtle P. *British Journal of Management*, Editorial Board


Bell, Myrtle P. (2012). *Diversity in organizations* (2nd ed.) Book


Bell, Myrtle P. *Journal of Management, Spirituality, and Religion*, Editorial Board

Butts, Marcus M. *Journal of Management*, Editorial Board


Casper, Wendy J. *Journal of Business and Psychology*, Editorial Board

Casper, Wendy J. *Journal of Vocational Behavior*, Editorial Board


Datta, Deepak K. *British Journal of Management*, Editorial Board

Datta, Deepak K. *Journal of International Management*, Editorial Board

Datta, Deepak K. *Journal of Management Studies*, Editorial Board

Datta, Deepak K. *Management International Review*, Editorial Board


Khavul, Susanna. *Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice*, Editorial Board

Khavul, Susanna. *Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, Special Issue (Seeding Entrepreneurship with Microfinance)*, Guest Editor


Khavul, Susanna. *Journal of Business Venturing*, Editorial Board

Khavul, Susanna. *Journal of Small Business Management*, Editorial Board


Lavelle, James J. *Journal of Conflict Management*, Editorial Board

Lavelle, James J. *Journal of Organizational Behavior*, Editorial Board


Quick, James Campbell, *Applied Psychology*, Editorial Consultant

Quick, James Campbell, *British Journal of Management*, Editorial Board

Quick, James Campbell, *Cambridge Companions to Management*, Advisory Board

Quick, James Campbell, *Journal of Leadership and Organizational Studies*, Editorial Board

Quick, James Campbell, *Leadership and Organizational Development Journal*, Editorial Board
Quick, James Campbell, et al. (2012). *Live your dreams, change the world: The psychology of personal fulfillment for women* Book

Quick, James Campbell. *Organizational Dynamics*, Editorial Board

Quick, James Campbell, (2012). *Preventive stress management in organizations* Book


Rasheed, Abdul A. *Great Lakes Herald*, Editorial Board

Rasheed, Abdul A. *Group and Organizational Management*, Editorial Board

Rasheed, Abdul A. *IIMB Management Review*, Editorial Board

Rasheed, Abdul A. *International Journal of Strategic Business Alliances*, Editorial Board

Rasheed, Abdul A. *Issues in Social and Environmental Accounting (Indonesian Center for Social and Environmental Accounting Research and Development)*, Editorial Board

Rasheed, Abdul A. *Management Research Review*, Editorial Board

Rasheed, Abdul A. *South Asian Journal of Global Business Research*, Editorial Board

Yuan, Feirong, *Journal of Applied Behavioral Science*, Editorial Board


Amaro-Jiménez, Carla, et al. (2012). TESL professionals’ virtual treasure box: Motivations and applications for online asynchronous discussions. In Qiuyun Lin (Ed.), *Advancement in online education: Exploring the best practices*. (pp. 101-121) Book Chapter


Cavallo, Ann M.L., et al. (Eds.). (2013). *TExES Texas examinations of educator standards, generalist 4-8 (111)* Book Editor


Malaia, Evguenia, et al. (2012). Degree modification and intensification in American Sign Language adjectives. In M. Aloni, V. Kimmelman & F. Roelofsen (Eds.), Logic, language and meaning (pp. 92-101) Book Chapter


Malaia, Evguenia, et al. (2012). Telicity expression in visual modality. In L. McNally, & V. Delmonte (Eds.), Telicity, change, and state: A cross-categorical view of event structure. (pp. 122-138) Book Chapter


Milson, Andrew J., et al. (Eds.). (2012). International perspectives on teaching and learning with GIS in secondary schools Book Editor

Milson, Andrew J. Journal of Geography, Associate Editor

Milson, Andrew J. (2013). National Geographic world cultures and geography: GEO Book

Milson, Andrew J. Readings in Educational Thought, Co-Editor


Milson, Andrew J., et al. (Eds.), United States of America: Rugged terrain and fertile ground for GIS in secondary schools. In Andrew J. Milson, & Ali Demirci (Eds.), International perspectives on teaching and learning with GIS in secondary schools (pp. 305-314) Book Chapter

Milson, Andrew J., et al. (2012). The world at their fingertips: A new age for spatial thinking. In Andrew J. Milson, & J. J. Kerski (Eds.), International perspectives on teaching and learning with GIS in secondary schools (pp. 1-11) Book Chapter


Semingson, Peggy L. (2012). Domain I: English language arts and reading. In Peggy L. Semingson, & Ann M. L. Cavallo (Eds.), *TExES, Texas examinations of educator standards, generalist 4-8 (111).* (pp. 11-92) Book Chapter

Semingson, Peggy L., et al. (Eds.). (2012). *TExES, Texas examinations of educator standards, generalist 4-8 (111).* Book Editor


Smith, John A. *Literacy Research and Instruction,* Editorial Board

Tice, Kathleen A. *Journal of Educational Research,* Consulting Editor

Tommerdahl, Jodi M. *Child Language Teaching & Therapy,* Editorial Board

Tommerdahl, Jodi M., et al. (2012). F-LARSP: A computerized tool for measuring morphosyntactic abilities in French. In Martin Ball, David Crystal & Paul Fletcher (Eds.), *Assessing grammar: The languages of LARSP* (pp. 230-244) Book Chapter


Adamuti-Trache, Maria. *Canadian Journal of Higher Education*, Associate Editor


Gerlach, Jeanne M. *College of Human Resources and Education Alumni Association Journal*, Editor

Gerlach, Jeanne M. *Collegiate English Handbook*, Editorial Advisory Board


Gerlach, Jeanne M. *WILLA, Journal for Women in Literature and Life Assembly*, Research Editor

Gildersleeve, Ryan Evely, et al. (2012). *Qualitative inquiry for equity in higher education: Methodological implications, negotiations, and responsibilities* Book


Hyle, Adrienne E. *Advancing Women in Leadership Journal*, Editorial Board


Tobolowsky, Barbara. *Association for the Study of Higher Education Monograph Series*, Advisory Board

Tobolowsky, Barbara. *Journal of the First-Year Experience and Students in Transition*, Editorial Board


Zhang, Yi, et al. (2012). International students at community colleges. In John S. Levin, & Susan Kater (Eds.), *Understanding community colleges* (pp. 53-68) Book Chapter


Caçola, Priscilla, et al. (2012). The home environment and infant and young children’s motor development. In A. M. Columbus (Ed.), *Advances in psychology research, Volume 90* (pp. 105-123) Book Chapter


Fincher, Lou. *Journal of Athletic Training*, Editorial Board

Fincher, Lou. *JSR: Journal of Sport Rehabilitation*, Editorial Board


Behbehani, Khosrow. (2012). *Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Fellow Award*

Behbehani, Khosrow. (2012). *National Academy of Inventors Fellow Award*

Chiao, J.-C. (2012). *Fort Worth Business Press Medical Research Award Award*

Chiao, J.-C. (2012). *IEEE Region 5 Outstanding Engineering Educator Award Award*


Nguyen, Kytaı́ Truong. *Journal of Bioengineering and Biomedical Science, Editorial Board for Manuscripts*

Nguyen, Kytaı́ Truong. *Journal of Nanomedicine and Nanotechnology, Editorial Board for Manuscripts*

Nguyen, Kytaı́ Truong. *Journal of Nanoscience Letters, Editorial Board for Manuscripts*


Romero-Ortega, Mario I. *Frontiers of Neuroengineering Journal, Associate Editor*


Tang, Liping. (2012). International Union of Societies for Biomaterials Science and Engineering Fellow Award

Tang, Liping. Journal of Biochips and Tissue Chips, Editorial Board

Tang, Liping. Journal of Bioterrorism and Biodefense, Editorial Board

Tang, Liping. Journal of Developmental Biology and Tissue Engineering, Editorial Board


Tang, Liping. Reviews in Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, Associate Editor

Tang, Liping. Scientific World Journal, Editorial Board


Yuan, Baohong. International Journal of Optics, Guest Editor

Yuan, Baohong. Technology in Cancer Research and Treatment, Editorial Board
Civil Engineering -
Dr. Ali Abolmaali, Chair


Hoyos, Laureano R. *Environmental Geotechnics,* (Institution of Civil Engineers, London, U.K.), Associate Regional Editor (USA)

Hoyos, Laureano R. *Geotechnical Testing Journal,* Editorial Board


Hoyos, Laureano R. (2012). Recent advances in experimental modeling of unsaturated soil behavior over a whole range of paths and modes of deformation. In Lysess Laloui, & Alessio Ferarri (Eds.), *Multiphysical testing of soils and shales* (pp. 3-20) Book Chapter


**Najafi, Mohammad**. *ASCE Journal of Pipeline Systems Engineering and Practice*, Chief Editor


**Puppala, Anand J.** *ASCE Journal of Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Engineering*, Associate Editor


Puppala, Anand J. *Environmental Geotechnics, New Journal*, Editorial Board


Puppala, Anand J. *Geotechnical Testing Journal*, Editorial Board

Puppala, Anand J. *Ground Improvement*, Chief Editor


Puppala, Anand J. *Indian Geotechnical Journal*, Editorial Board


Puppala, Anand J. *Journal of Materials in Civil Engineering*, Associate Editor


Sattler, Melanie L. *Current Environmental Engineering*, Editorial Board


Sattler, Melanie L. *Online Journal of Civil Engineering and Urbanism*, Editorial Board


Ahmad, Ishfaq. (2012). *Handbook of energy-aware and green computing* Book


Athitsos, Vassilis. *Journal of Machine Learning Research, Special Topic on Gesture Recognition*, Guest Editor


Chakravarthy, Sharma. *International Journal of Next-Generation Computing*, Associate Editor

Das, Sajal. *ACM/Kluwer Wireless Networks Journal*, Associate Editor


Das, Sajal. *IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing*, Associate Editor


Huang, Heng, et al. (2012). Joint stage recognition and anatomical annotation
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**Makedon, Fillia.** *ACM Multimedia Systems Journal*, Editor

Makedon, Fillia. *Journal of eJETA-The Electronic Journal on E-Commerce Tools and Applications*, Editor


**Schoech, Richard (Dick).** *Currents*, Editorial Board


Schoech, Richard (Dick). *Journal of Community Practice*, Editorial Board

Schoech, Richard (Dick). *Journal of Technology in Human Services; Incorporating Computers in Human Services*, Editor


Davoudi, Ali, et al. (2012). Dynamic average modeling of front-end diode rectifier loads considering discontinuous conduction mode and unbal-


Iqbal, Samir M. American Journal of Cancer Research, Associate Editorial Board

Iqbal, Samir M. Computer Science-Undergraduate Research Journal, Editorial Board


Iqbal, Samir M. Journal of Bioengineering & Biomedical Science, Editorial Board


Kondraske, George. (2012). National Academy of Inventors Fellow Award
Lee, Wei-Jen. *Automation & Control Engineering*, Editor


Lee, Wei-Jen. *IEEE/NFPA Arc Flash Phenomena Collaborative Research Project*, Project Manager

Lee, Wei-Jen. *IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications*, Associate Editor


Lee, Wei-Jen. *International Journal of Power and Energy Systems*, Associate Editor


**Lewis, Frank L.** *Automation & Control Engineering*, Editor

Lewis, Frank L. (2012). *China Distinguished Foreign Scholar*, Nanjing University Award

Lewis, Frank L. *Journal of Control Theory and Applications*, Deputy Editor-in-Chief

Lewis, Frank L. (2012). *IEEE Computational Intelligence Society Neural Networks Pioneer Award* Award


Lewis, Frank L. *International Journal of Systems Science*, Regional Editor for North America


Lewis, Frank L., *Transactions of the Institute of Measurement and Control*, Editor

**Liang, Qilian.** *Ad Hoc and Sensor Wireless Networks Journal*, Editor

Liang, Qilian. *EURASIP Journal of Wireless Communications and Networking*, Guest Editor

Liang, Qilian. *IEEE Transactions on Fuzzy System*, Associate Editor

Liang, Qilian. *International Journal of Sensor Networks*, Guest Editor

Liang, Qilian. *Journal of Energy*, Editorial Board

Liang, Qilian. *Wiley Security and Communication Networks (SCN journal)*, Guest Editor


Magnusson, Robert. *Journal of Biosensors & Bioelectronics*, Editorial Board

Magnusson, Robert. *Journal of ISRN Optics*, Editorial Board

Magnusson, Robert. *Journal of Modern Physics and Applications*, Editorial Board

Magnusson, Robert. (2012). *National Academy of Inventors Fellow Award*

Magnusson, Robert. *Scientific World Journal* (Special Issue on Point-of-Care Diagnostics for Screening of Infectious Disease), Guest Editor


Manry, Michael. *NeuroComputing*, Associate Editor


Tao, Meng, et al. (2012). *N-type doping in metal oxides and metal chalcogenides by electrochemical methods*, UTA Ref. No 08-33, Patent No. 8,212,246. Issue Date 07/03/2012 Patent


Vasilyev, Michael. *IEEE Journal of Special Topics in Quantum Electronics (Special Issue on Nonlinear-Optical Signal Processing)*, Lead Guest Editor


**Corley, H. William**, et al. (Accepted). Constraint optimal selection techniques (COSTs) for nonnegative linear programming problems. *Optimization Methods and Software*, Journal Article


Materials Science and Engineering - Dr. Efstatios “Stathis” I. Meletis, Chair


Chen, Nai Yuen. (2012). National Academy of Inventors Fellow Award


Meletis, Efsthathios “Stathis” I. *Journal of Nano Research*, Editor-in-Chief

Meletis, Efsthathios “Stathis” I. *Journal of Surfaces and Interfaces of Materials*, Editor-in-Chief


Meletis, Efsthathios “Stathis” I. *Quantum Matter*, Editor-in-Chief


Bowling, Alan. *Online Computer Science Undergraduate Research Journal,* Editor

Chan, Wen S. *Journal of Mechanics,* International Associate Editor

Chan, Wen S. *Taiwan AIAA Journal,* Editor

**Dennis, Brian H.** *Inverse Problems in Science and Engineering,* International Editorial Board


**Haji-Sheikh, Abdolhossein.** *Inverse Problems in Science and Engineering,* Editorial Advisory Board


Huang, Haiying. *Series in Sensors,* Editor


Kim, Daejong. *ASME Journal of Tribology,* Guest Associate Editor


Kim, Daejong. *ISRN Tribology*, Editorial Board

Kim, Daejong. *Springer Encyclopedia of Tribology*, Editorial Board


**Lawrence, Kent L.** (2012). *ANSYS tutorial: Release 14: Structural & thermal analysis using the ANSYS mechanical APDL release 14 environment* Book

Lawrence, Kent L. (2012). *ANSYS workbench tutorial: Structural & thermal analysis using the ANSYS workbench release 14 environment* Book


**Lu, Frank K.** *Aerospace Science and Technology*, Editorial Board


Lu, Frank K. *International Journal of Aerospace Innovations*, Editorial Board


**Lu, Frank K.** *Shock Waves*, Editorial Board


Luo, Cheng, et al. (2012). Generation of sidewall patterns in microchannels


Subbarao, Kamesh. *AIA Journal of Guidance*, Associate Editor


Woods, Robert L. (2012). *Society of Automotive Engineers Excellence in Engineering Education Award Award*


Yang, Bo, et al. (2012). Designing Si-based nanowall arrays by dynamic shadowing growth to tailor the performance of Li-ion battery anodes. *Journal of Materials Chemistry, 22*, 8294-8303. Journal Article

Yang, Bo. *Computers, Materials and Continua*, Editorial Board


**College of Liberal Arts**

**Art and Art History – Mr. Robert F. Hower, Chair**

Alexander, Amanda, et al. (2012). Co-designing a storefront website with artists in Cajamarca, Peru. In E. B-N Sanders, & P. J. Stappers (Eds.), *Convivial toolbox* (pp. 268-269) Book Chapter


Alexander, Amanda. *Trends, the Journal of the Texas Art Education Association*, Co-Editor


Hower, Robert F. (2012). *Prime perception* (Solo exhibition of lenticular lens/archival prints and digital prints). Central Academy of Fine Arts, City Design School Beijing, China Artwork


Ikeda, Zenas Seiji. (2010-2012). Osage Nation Social Services Agency Video/DVD

Ikeda, Zenas Seiji. (2012). Work included in Cross Connections 2012, Traveling show organized by Truman State University, January-December 2012 Kirksville, MO Artwork

Jolly, Marilyn, et al. (2012). Work included in “2012, Transience: Imperfect, Impermanent, Incomplete” and “Trans: Membership Show” (Jan 14-Feb 18, 2012) (Transience) and August (Trans). Dallas, TX Purchase for inclusion in Capitol One art collection Artwork

Lauster, Darryl. (2012). God bless America (Echo Projects, site-specific sound installation). Buffalo, NY Artwork

Lauster, Darryl. (2012). Of thee I sing. Barry Whistler Gallery Dallas, TX Artwork


Lima, Benjamin. (2012). Cosmopolitanism. (October-November 2012). Dallas, TX Exhibition was reviewed by Colette Copeland, Glasstire, October 30, 2012. Artwork


Lima, Benjamin. (2012). The MTV Era: 1980s video art (September 2012). Dallas, TX Artwork


McWilliams, R. Leighton. (2012). Solo exhibition, January 2012. 621 Gallery Tallahassee, FL Artwork

McWilliams, R. Leighton. (2012). Work included in Americas 2012 All Media (National juried exhibition), August 20-September 26, 2012. Hartnett Hall Gallery, Minot State University Minot, ND Artwork


Terrasi, Salvatore (Tore). (2012). Experiments in Typography (Solo exhibition), August 26-September 29, 2012. Tarrant County College, Northwest Campus Fort Worth, TX Artwork


Terrasi, Salvatore (Tore). (2012). Work included in 14th Annual Abstraction Juried Online International Art Exhibition. Work received a Special Recognition Award, October 1, 2012-September 30, 2013. Upstream People Gallery - Online Art Gallery Artwork


Terrasi, Salvatore (Tore). (2012). Work included in Craft Texas, September 29-December 30th, 2012. Houston Center for Contemporary Craft Houston, TX Artwork

North, Kenda. (2012). Work included in Cross Connections 2012, Traveling show organized by Truman State University, January-December 2012 Kirksville, MO Artwork

Terrasi, Salvatore (Tore). (2012). Work included in Language and the City Exhibition, January 20–February 19, 2012. Studio Couture Detroit, MI Artwork


Clark, Andrew M. (2012). International radio broadcasting: It's not what it used to be. In J. A. Hendricks (Ed.), The Palgrave handbook of global radio. (pp. 3-16) Book Chapter


Megwa, Eronini. Fifth Estate Online: International Journal of Radical Mass Media Criticism, Editorial Advisory Board

Megwa, Eronini. Journalism Practice, Editorial Board

Megwa, Eronini. SAGE Open, Article Editor

Pribanic-Smith, Erika J. American Journalism, Editorial Board

Pribanic-Smith, Erika J. Journalism History, Corresponding Editor


Su, Chunke, et al. (2012). Understanding groups from a network perspective. In A. Hollingshead, & M. S. Poole (Eds.), Research methods for studying groups and teams: A guide to approaches, tools, and technologies. (pp. 284-310) Book Chapter

Criminology and Criminal Justice –
Dr. Alejandro del Carmen, Chair


English –
Dr. Wendy B. Faris, Chair

Alaimo, Stacy. *Configurations*, Editorial Board

Alaimo, Stacy. “Critical Ecologies” Thread (Electronic Book Review), Editor

Alaimo, Stacy. (2012). Dispersing disaster: Deepwater Horizon and the containment of environmentalism. In Christof Mauch, & Sylvia Mayer (Eds.), *American environments: climate, cultures, castastrophe.* (pp. 177-192) Book Chapter

Alaimo, Stacy. *Ecozon@ European Journal of Literature, Culture and Environment*, Advisory Board

Alaimo, Stacy. *Fast Capitalism*, Editorial Board


Alaimo, Stacy. *Itineration: Cross-Disciplinary Studies in Rhetoric, Media, and Culture*, Advisory Board


Faris, Wendy B. *Comparatist*, Editorial Board


Guertin, Carolyn, et al. (2012). Acoustic space, territories and borderlines:

**Henderson, Desiree.** *Legacy: The Journal of American Women Writers*, Editorial Board

**Roemer, Kenneth M.** *American Literary Realism*, Editorial Board

Roemer, Kenneth M. *American Literary Realism Series*, Editorial Board


Roemer, Kenneth M. *Studies in American Indian Literatures*, Editorial Board

Roemer, Kenneth M. *Utopian Studies*, Editorial Board

**Smith, Johanna M.** *19th Century Section, Gender and Genre Book Series*, Editor

**Stodnick, Jacqueline A.** et al. (Eds.). (2012). *Handbook of Anglo-Saxon studies* Book Editor

**Tigner, Amy L.** *Early English Studies Journal*, General Editor


**History - Dr. W. Marvin Dulaney, Chair**


**Cole, Stephanie, et al.** (2012). *The folly of Jim Crow: Rethinking the segregated South Book*


**Fairbanks, Robert B.** *Americas, Planning Perspectives*, Editor

Fairbanks, Robert B. (2012). The Housing Act of 1954 and the war against slums in the southwestern United States. *International Planning His-
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Modern Languages –
Dr. Antoinette Sol, Chair


Israel-Pelletier, Aimée. (2012). Rimbaud’s Impressionist poetics: Vision and visuality Book


Linguistics and TESOL -
Dr. Laurel Smith Stvan, Chair


Sabbagh, Joseph, Syntax, Editorial Board


Cavanagh, Daniel M. (2012). *The Beat hotel.* Music Composition/Film


Cavanagh, Daniel M. et al. (2012). *The heart of the geyser. The Dan Cavanagh Trio.* Music Composition


Cavanagh, Daniel M. (2012). *Mystic cats.* For jazz big band. ~5:00. Commissioned by Phi Mu Alpha Province 32 and the Tarleton State University jazz program. Music Composition

Hunt, Graham G. *Music Theory Spectrum,* Editorial Board

Ishii, Timothy, (2012). In Cavanagh Daniel M. (Arranger). *Dream catcher. For orchestra and jazz big band.* ~9:00. Commissioned by the University of Texas at Arlington for their College Park Center Opening Gala. Music Score


Lange, Diane M. (2012). *Together again in harmony* Book


Stotter, Douglas. (2012). In Miles R. B. (Ed.), *Teaching music through performance in band,* vol. 9 (Contributing author) Book Chapter
Philosophy and Humanities – Dr. Kenneth Williford, Chair


Nussbaum, Charles. (2012). Craning the ultimate skyhook: Millikan on the law of noncontradiction. In Dan Ryder, Justine Kingbury & Kenneth Williford (Eds.), *Millikan and her critics* (pp. 176-192) Book Chapter

Reeder, Harry P. *Classics in Phenomenology*, Consulting Editor

Reeder, Harry P. *Contemporary Phenomenological Thought*, Consulting Editor


Reeder, Harry P. *Folios: Revista de la Facultad de Humanidades*, Editorial Board

Reeder, Harry P. *International Center for the Study of Globalization/Centro Internacional de Estudios de la Globalizacion*, Editorial Board

Reeder, Harry P. *The New Yearbook for Phenomenology and Phenomenological Philosophy*, Consulting Editor


Reeder, Harry P. *Orbis Phaenomenologicus*, Permanent Editorial Board

Williford, Kenneth, et al. (2012) (Eds.), *The imagination by Jean-Paul Sartre* Book

Williford, Kenneth, et al. (2012). The paradoxes of subjectivity and the projecrive structure of consciousness. In Sofia Miguens, & Gerhard Preyer (Eds.), *Consciousness and subjectivity*. (pp. 321-353) Book Chapter


Political Science – Dr. Rebecca E. Deen, Chair


Boyea, Brent D., et al. (2012). Looking through the lens of 18 million cracks: The campaign finance pathway for launching a woman all the way into the White House. In Melody Rose (Ed.), *Women in the Executive Branch(es)*. (pp. 209-230) Book Chapter


Farrar-Myers, Victoria A. White House Studies, Editorial Board


Hekman, Susan J. Fast Capitalism, Editorial Board
Hekman, Susan J. Gender, Work, and Organization, Editorial Board
Hekman, Susan J. Hypatia, Editorial Board


Marshall, Thomas. American Review of Politics, Editorial Board


Sociology and Anthropology – Dr. Shelley Smith, Chair

Agger, Ben. Center for Digital Discourse and Culture, Advisory Board
Agger, Ben. Current Perspectives in Social Theory, Editorial Board
Agger, Ben. European Journal of Social Theory, International Advisory Board
Agger, Ben. Fast Capitalism, Editor
Agger, Ben. Journal of Classical Sociology, Editorial Board
Agger, Ben. New York Journal of Sociology, Editorial Board


Theatre Arts – Mr. Kim A. LaFontaine, Chair

Gaupp, Andrew Christopher. Marisol (2012). (Fall 2012). Arlington, TX Director


Gaupp, Andrew Christopher. Role of Terry in You Try Living Here (2012). (August 1-5, 2012).Washington, DC Actor

Adegbola, Maxine. Named a Fellow in the National League of Nursing Academy of Nursing Education. Award


Baker, Joy Don. AORN Journal, Editor-in-Chief


**College of Nursing**


Bond, Mary Lou, et al. (2012). Finding and keeping diversity in your program: Hispanics in the health professions. In Antonia M. Villarruel, & Sara Torres (Eds.), *Hispanic voices: Progresso, poder, y promesa (progress, power, and promise).* (pp. 41-54) Book Chapter


Cason, Carolyn L., et al. (2012). Finding and keeping diversity in your program: Hispanics in the health professions. In Antonia M. Villarruel, & Sara Torres (Eds.), *Hispanic voices: Progresso, poder, y promesa (progress, power, and promise).* (pp. 41-54) Book Chapter


Clapper, Timothy C., et al. (2012). TeamSTEPPS: The patient safety tool that needs to be implemented. Clinical Simulation in Nursing, 8(8), e367-e373. doi:10.1016/j.ecns.2011.03.002 Journal Article


Clapper, Timothy C., et al. (Accepted). Why your TeamSTEPPS program may not be working. Clinical Simulation in Nursing. doi:10.1016/j.ecns.2012.03.007 Journal Article

Crenshaw, Jeanette Theresa. Named Fellow in the American Academy of Nursing Award


Grove, Susan K., Heart and Lung, Editorial Board


LeFlore, Judy Lynn, et al. (Accepted). Evaluating videotaped role-modeling to teach Crisis Resource Management (CRM) principles. Clinical Simulation in Nursing. Journal Article


LeFlore, Judy Lynn. Named fellow in the American Academy of Nursing Award

LeFlore, Judy Lynn. Simulation in Healthcare, Editorial Board

Mintz-Binder, Ronda D., et al. (2012). Exposure to bullying at the associate degree nursing program director level. Teaching and Learning in Nursing, 7(4), 152-158. Journal Article
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